
P I LOT  TRA IN I NG  BROCHURE

EVERY TH ING  YOU  NEED  TO  KNOW 
ABOUT  SUBMERS I B L E  P I LOT  TRA IN I NG .



Curaçao

WORLD CLASS 
SUBMERSIBLE PILOT 
TRAINING 
Have you ever dreamed of exploring the ocean? Going beyond

the limits of SCUBA diving? Looking for a new career change?

At Sub Center Curaçao we offer private individuals and marine

professionals the opportunity to become a certified submersible

pilot!

Dutch submersible manufacturer U-Boat Worx launched the first

submersible training center in the world to present year-round

training opportunities to its submersible owners. The industry-

defining training programs are also available to anyone who 

aspires roaming the subsea in a state-of-the-art private submarine. 

The land-based facility is located at the edge of a pristine 

deepwater reef that boasts amazing marine life, a diverse range of 

corals and sponges and crystal-clear visibility.

The courses are catered to adventurous private individuals that are

looking for a unique experience that will broaden their horizons.

Moreover, courses are also available to individuals who aim for

a career in the yacht or cruise industry, within which the U-Boat

Worx submersibles are widely used.



TRAINING SCOPE 
SCC uses the world’s leading submersible pilot training program 

developed by U-Boat Worx. Recognised internationally for the 

benefit it brings to both its customers and the industry, trainees 

can rest assured they are trained to the highest standard. 

Depending on the selected training course, the program 

comprises a combination of theory tutorials, hands-on 

walkarounds, safety implementations, maintenance programs, 

training dives, surface control duties, combined with emergency 

procedures and challenging training scenarios.

The courses at SCC are taught to no more than 2-4 people at 

a time to ensure our candidates get personal attention and real 

dive time. Although training is model-specific, the high level of 

interchangeable systems and common components between the 

entire U-Boat Worx range of submersibles, it will allow for efficient 

cross certification on different models.

Trainees do not need to progress through various levels of 

pilot training to ultimately obtain the Chief Pilot Certificate. They 

may immediately choose the desired program that meets their 

objectives. Candidates that obtain the Surface Office Certificate or 

Chief Pilot Certificate may seek employment as submarine crew.

TRAINING OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION 
PILOT 
COURSE (IPC)
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COURSE (SPC)

SURFACE 
OFFICER 
COURSE (SOC)

PRIVATE 
PILOT 
COURSE (PPC)

CHIEF 
PILOT 
COURSE (CPC)
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Number of days

• 1-Day course
• 3 Dives

• 6-Day course
• 13 Dives

• 10-Day course
• 4 Dives
• 7 theory exams

• 12-Day course
• 21 Dives
• 6 theory exams

• 16-Day course
• 24 Dives
• 7 theory exams

Experience Courses

Professional Courses



INTRODUCTION 
PILOT 
COURSE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Have you always wondered what it’s like to operate a 

submersible? If you want to try piloting but are not quite ready 

to take the plunge into a certification course, sign up for the 

Introduction Pilot Course (IPC). You will gain insight in the world of 

submersible diving. 

During this full-day activity, you will make some of the steps it 

takes to be a certified submersible pilot. This is the perfect option 

if you are eager to try operating a submersible but are short on 

time or not quite ready for a full certification course.

The program consists of a brief classroom session and 

introduction to the submersible, followed by hands-on diving 

activities. 

THEORY

The Introduction Pilot Course (IPC) is a comprehensive, integrated training program 

without theory training. We dive right into the action, over the course of a full day with 

supervised diving.

PERSONAL TRAINING DIVES

In the full-day course we will cover the basics of submersible diving, under the supervision 

of the pilot instructor you will be able to control the submersible yourself and experience 

first hand what it is like to operate a submersible.

Type of dives Number of dives

Training dives 3

Experience dives 0

Top-side dives 0

Exam dives 1

INTRODUCTION PILOT COURSE
Type of course Experience Diving

Duration 1 day

Study Type None

Pace Full-time

Certification Introduction Pilot Certificate

Tuition fees € 4,000



SUPERVISED 
PILOT 
COURSE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

With the Supervised Pilot Course (SPC) you will be able to 

operate a submersible under the direct supervision of a chief 

pilot. Learn the most exciting aspects of operating a submersibles 

including buoyancy control, maneuvering, navigation, 

communication and critical safety procedures. 

The program consists of several classroom sessions, and a total 

of 6 days of diving.

Candidates that successfully complete the course will receive a 

Supervised Pilot Certificate and may decide to progress with the 

Private Pilot Course or Chief Pilot Course at a later stage.

THEORY

The Supervised Pilot Course (SPC) is a comprehensive, integrated training program 

without theory training. 

PERSONAL TRAINING DIVES

The personal training dives comprise a mixed series of dives in which the trainee gets to 

experience what it is like to operate a submersible under the supervision of a trained chief 

pilot. We will be going over these topics:

• General submarine technology

• Physics

• Submersible systems (including life support, electrical systems, communication   

 systems, etc.)

• Safety procedures, abnormal/emergency procedures (simulation)

Type of dives Number of dives

Training dives 12

Experience dives 0

Top-side dives 0

Exam dives 1

SUPERVISED PILOT COURSE
Type of course Experience Diving

Duration 6 days

Study Type Practical with exam

Pace Full-time

Certification Supervised Pilot Certificate

Tuition fees € 15,500



SURFACE 
OFFICER 
COURSE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

With the Surface Officer Course (SOC) you will be able to work 

as a qualified Surface Officer after successful completion. During 

this program you will learn some of the aspects of a submersible 

operation such as communication, safety and all top-side related 

control tasks. The Surface Officer is probably the most important 

role during the submersible operation. The Surface Officer is 

responsible for maintaining not only the communication with 

the submersible but also in charge of the safety of the entire 

operation. The training also covers topics such as regulations, 

permits & vessel operations.

From the Surface Officer Course (SOC) you can enroll in the 

Chief Pilot Course (CPC). You can later decide to continue with 

the practical training dives required to obtain the Chief Pilot 

Certificate.

THEORY

The Surface Officer Course (SOC) is a comprehensive, integrated training program where 

theory and diving lessons are mixed, giving you an exciting balance between studies and 

hands-on diving experience.

The curriculum for the theory tutorials leading to a written examination comprise:

• General submarine technology

• Physics

• Submersible systems (including life support, electrical systems, communication   

 systems, etc.)

• Operations management and dive planning

• Safety procedures, abnormal/emergency procedures (simulation)

• Basic maintenance and care

• Safety & operational management (Sub operation in relation to the Vessel)

PERSONAL TRAINING DIVES

The practical dives comprise the following:

Type of dives Number of dives

Training dives 2

Experience dives 0

Top-side dives 10

Exam dives 1

SURFACE OFFICER COURSE
Type of course Professional

Duration 10 days

Study Type Theory and practical both with exams

Pace Full-time

Certification Surface Officer Certificate

Tuition fees € 15,000



PRIVATE 
PILOT 
COURSE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Private Pilot Course (PPC) is designed for individuals 

that want to master all aspects of submersible operations, but 

do not necessarily want to work as a pilot. After successful 

completion of this course, you can operate a submersible 

independently with indirect supervision. Private pilots are 

trained well enough to navigate a submersible by themselves. 

While in training, a private pilot learns submersible maneuvers, 

navigation techniques, emergency procedures, and dive 

planning. 

THEORY

The curriculum for the theory tutorials leading to a written examination comprise:

• General submarine technology

•  Physics

•  Submersible systems (including life support, electrical systems, communication   

 systems, etc.)

•  Operations management and dive planning

•  Safety procedures, abnormal/emergency procedures (simulation)

•  Basic maintenance and care

PERSONAL TRAINING DIVES

The practical dives comprise the following:

Type of dives Number of dives

Training dives 18

Experience dives 2

Top-side dives 4
Exam Dives 1

PRIVATE PILOT COURSE
Type of course Experience Diving

Duration 12 days

Study Type Theory and practical both with exams

Pace Full-time

Certification Private Pilot Certificate

Tuition fees € 25,500



CHIEF 
PILOT 
COURSE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

With the Chief Pilot Course (CPC), you’ll achieve the highest rated level and knowledge to 

become the most skilled submersible pilot. The training involves all topics covered for the 

Surface Officer (SO) training, and builds on the Private Pilot Training, with more in-depth 

practical training dives and a larger theory curriculum.

The CPC is a comprehensive integrated training program where theory- and diving 

lessons are mixed, giving you an exciting balance between academic studies and hands-

on diving experience. In the first stages of pilot training, you will be conducting all of your 

dives under the strict supervision of the pilot instructor.

As you progress, you will start learning how to hover the submersible. You begin to dive 

further away from the home base and become efficient in handling the submersible. In the 

second stage of your training, you will start practicing what is known as instrument diving. 

The goal of this stage is to enable you to dive regardless of environments. As soon as you 

master the basics in this submersible, much of the training focuses on handling different 

abnormal procedures and emergencies. 

When you have completed the Course, you will be certified as a Chief Pilot and a SO, 

since SO training is included in this course.

THEORY

The curriculum for the theory tutorials leading to a written examination comprises:

• General submarine technology

•  Physics

•  Submersible systems (including life support, electrical systems, communication   

 systems, etc.)

•  Operations management and dive planning

•  Safety procedures, abnormal/emergency procedures (simulation)

•  Basic maintenance and care

PERSONAL TRAINING DIVES

The practical dives comprise the following:

CHIEF PILOT COURSE
Type of course Professional

Duration 16 days

Study Type Theory and practical both with exams

Pace Full-time

Certification Chief Pilot Certificate

Tuition fees € 30,000

Type of dives Number of dives

Training dives 20

Experience dives 3

Top-side dives 10
Exam Dives 1



BEFORE YOU START

There are some prerequisites for starting some of the courses. 

Keep in mind that all courses are given in English and that a basic 

proficiency in English is required. Other prerequisites are defined 

in the graph below.

 

INTRODUCTION 
PILOT 
COURSE (IPC)

SUPERVISED 
PILOT 
COURSE (SPC)

SURFACE 
OFFICER 
COURSE (SOC)

PRIVATE 
PILOT 
COURSE (PPC)

CHIEF 
PILOT 
COURSE (CPC)

Prerequisites*

• Proficiency in English

• Proficiency in English

• Proficiency in English
• VHF Certificate
• Boat Certificate
• Seafarer’s medical certificate before starting
• Minimum age of 21

* need to be completed before the issuance of the certificate

• Proficiency in English
• VHF Certificate
• Seafarer’s medical certificate before starting
• Minimum age of 18

• Proficiency in English
• VHF Certificate
• Boat Certificate
• Seafarer’s medical certificate before starting
• Minimum age of 21

• SCUBA Certificate

ABOUT CURAÇAO
Curaçao is located in the southern Caribbean, well out of the way 

of the hurricane belt, and about 40 miles north of South America. 

Curaçao is the “C” in the ABC islands: Aruba, Bonaire, and 

Curaçao. With its deep reefs, it’s no wonder that the sea around 

Curaçao is a major hot spot for SCUBA diving and snorkeling 

when you consider the rich diversity of its underwater ecosystem. 

Curaçao has well-developed, fringing coral reefs that are home to 

an array of barracudas, sea turtles, manta rays and sharks. These 

reefs are home to 65 species of coral and more than 350 species 

of fish. The reef area consists mostly of a submersed terrace 

covered with a wide array of fringing reef types, both biologically 

and geologically interesting. 

Onboard the submarine, trainees make memorable journeys to 

places where SCUBA divers can’t reach. Because of its geological 

location and perfect weather climate, we can offer training almost 

every day of the year. 



TRAINING SUBMERSIBLES

DEPTH WE IGHT OCCUPANCY ENDURANCE

UP  TO  200 METERS 7 ,345  KG 1 P I LOT

4  PASSENGERS

UP  TO  16  HOURS

C - E X P L O R E R  5

Our trainings submersibles are some of the easiest and most reliable private manned submersibles to operate. With the responsive controls and unimpeded view, we can train 

anyone to become a certified submersible pilot, while giving the trainee the most unforgettable experience in the pristine waters of Curaçao.

DEPTH WE IGHT OCCUPANCY ENDURANCE

UP  TO  300 METERS 3 ,800  KG 1 P I LOT

2  PASSENGERS

UP  TO  12  HOURS

S U P E R  YA C H T  S U B  3



SUB CENTER CURAÇAO

Bapor Kibra,
Willemstad,
Curacao.

+31 (0)76 – 599 11 00
info@subcentercuracao.com

www.subcentercuracao.com


